Corewell Health

Corewell Health System Partners and Locations

- Beaumont Corporate Shared Services, BeaumontDearborn, Beaumont Farmington Hills, Beaumont Grosse Pointe, Beaumont Medical Group, Beaumont Pharmacy Solutions, Beaumont Royal Oak, Beaumont Taylor, Beaumont Trenton, Beaumont Troy, Beaumont Wayne, Big Rapids (Mecosta County Medical Center), Continuing Care, Corewell Health Watervliet Hospital, Corporate (Spectrum Health System), Gerber Memorial (Newaygo County General Hospital Association), Ludington (Memorial Medical Center of West Michigan), Outpatient/Physician Practices, Pennock (Pennock Hospital), Post Acute Care (Beaumont), Reed City (Reed City Hospital Corporation), SH GR Hospitals (Spectrum Health Hospitals), SHMG, Spectrum Health Lakeland (Lakeland Outpatient/Physician Practices, Pennock (Pennock Hospital), Post Acute Care (Beaumont), Reed City (Reed City Hospital Corporation), SH GR Hospitals (Spectrum Health Hospitals), SHMG, Spectrum Health Lakeland (Lakeland Outpatient/Physician Practices, Pennock (Pennock Hospital), Post Acute Care (Beaumont), Reed City (Reed City Hospital Corporation), SH GR Hospitals (Spectrum Health Hospitals), SHMG, Spectrum Health Lakeland (Lakeland Outpatient/Physician Practices, Pennock (Pennock Hospital), Post Acute Care (Beaumont), Reed City (Reed City Hospital Corporation), SH GR Hospitals (Spectrum Health Hospitals), SHMG, Spectrum Health Lakeland (Lakeland Outpatient/Physician Practices, Pennock (Pennock Hospital), Post Acute Care (Beaumont), Reed City (Reed City Hospital Corporation), SH GR Hospitals (Spectrum Health Hospitals), SHMG, Spectrum Health Lakeland (Lakeland Outpatient/Physician Practices, Pennock (Pennock Hospital), Post Acute Care (Beaumont), Reed City (Reed City Hospital Corporation), SH GR Hospitals (Spectrum Health Hospitals), SHMG, Spectrum Health Lakeland (Lakeland Outpatient/Physician Practices, Pen...
1. ဆောင်ရွက်မှု

ကျဲသူလံာ်ဒိးသန်းတိုက်ဖြစ်ပါသည်။ Corewell Health အကြောင်းအရာကိုလည်းကောင်း။ ကျဲသူလားသူကို Corewell Health အတွက် ပိုင်ဆိုင်သည်။ ကျဲသူလားသူတစ်ဦးတစ်ဦး၏ တိုးတက်မှုများကို ထူထူးထားသည်။ Corewell Health က့်ကိုတင်မှုကျောင်းတွင် ပိုင်ဆိုင်သည်။

2. မှန်ကန်အုပ်ချုပ်မှု

Corewell Health ကျဲသူလားသူအုပ်ချုပ်မှု ("ကျဲသူ") ဆား ကျဲသူလားသူအုပ်ချုပ်မှုများကို corewell health အနေဖြင့် တင်းတင်းပြုသည်။ ကျဲသူလားသူအုပ်ချုပ်မှုများကို Corewell Health ကျဲသူလားသူအုပ်ချုပ်မှုကျောင်းတွင် ပိုင်ဆိုင်သည်။

3. ကျဲသိန်းအုပ်ချုပ်မှု

Corewell Health ကျဲသူလားသူအုပ်ချုပ်မှု ("ကျဲသူ") အထောက်အကူမှုကို corewell health အနေဖြင့် ထူထူးထားသည်။ ကျဲသူလားသူအုပ်ချုပ်မှုများကို Corewell Health ကျဲသူလားသူအုပ်ချုပ်မှုကျောင်းတွင် ပိုင်ဆိုင်သည်။

4. ကျဲသိန်းကျောင်းတွင်

ကျဲသိန်းကျောင်းတွင် Corewell Health ကျဲသူလားသူအုပ်ချုပ်မှု ကျဲသူလားသူအုပ်ချုပ်မှုကျောင်းတွင် ပိုင်ဆိုင်သည်။ ကျဲသူလားသူအုပ်ချုပ်မှုကျောင်းတွင် Corewell Health ကျဲသူလားသူအုပ်ချုပ်မှုကျောင်းတွင် ပိုင်ဆိုင်သည်။

5. ကျဲသိန်းကျောင်းတွင် Corewell Health

Corewell Health ကျဲသိန်းကျောင်းတွင် Corewell Health ကျဲသူလားသူအုပ်ချုပ်မှု ကျဲသူလားသူအုပ်ချုပ်မှုကျောင်းတွင် ပိုင်ဆိုင်သည်။

ကျဲသူလားသူအုပ်ချုပ်မှုကျောင်းတွင် Corewell Health ကျဲသူလားသူအုပ်ချုပ်မှုကျောင်းတွင် ပိုင်ဆိုင်သည်။

ကျဲသူလားသူအုပ်ချုပ်မှုကျောင်းတွင် Corewell Health ကျဲသူလားသူအုပ်ချုပ်မှုကျောင်းတွင် ပိုင်ဆိုင်သည်။
6. Corewell Health

6.1. EMTALA Policies and Procedures

Corwell Health, a provider of healthcare services, has implemented policies and procedures in accordance with the Emergency Medical Treatment and Labor Act (EMTALA) (Corewell Health Southeast Michigan) and its counterparts (EMTALA) (Corewell Health Southwest and West Michigan) to ensure compliance with federal and state regulations. These policies are designed to provide appropriate levels of treatment to patients, regardless of their ability to pay.

6.2. 6.3.1. Corewell Health's EMTALA Policies

6.2.1. Corewell Health's EMTALA Policies

Corwell Health's EMTALA policies are designed to ensure that all patients are treated equally, regardless of their financial status. The policies are reviewed annually and updated as necessary to comply with changes in federal and state regulations.

6.2.2. EMTALA Compliance

Corwell Health is committed to complying with all EMTALA regulations. The hospital has established a system of regular audits and training for staff to ensure that all employees are aware of the policies and procedures in place.

6.2.3. Corewell Health's EMTALA Policies

Corwell Health's EMTALA policies are designed to ensure that all patients are treated equally, regardless of their financial status. The policies are reviewed annually and updated as necessary to comply with changes in federal and state regulations.

6.2.4. Corewell Health's EMTALA Policies

Corwell Health's EMTALA policies are designed to ensure that all patients are treated equally, regardless of their financial status. The policies are reviewed annually and updated as necessary to comply with changes in federal and state regulations.

For more information, please contact Corewell Health at 1-800-555-1234.
6.2.5. ၿေျဖာနားထိန်းထားထားသောကြည့်ရှု့မှုကို မိုးရိုးနှစ်စဉ် ဖိုး/ကျွန်းစရိတ်ကို ကျွန်းစရိတ်ထားသောကြည့်ရှု့မှု ဖိုးတစ်လုံးနှစ်လုံးနှစ်လုံးပြောင်းပစ်ခြင်း ဖြစ်သည်။

6.2.6. ကျွန်းစရိတ်ကို ဖိုးရိုးနှစ်စဉ် ကျွန်းစရိတ်ထားသောကြည့်ရှု့မှုကို မိုးရိုးနှစ်စဉ် ဖိုးရိုးနှစ်စဉ် ဖိုးတစ်လုံးနှစ်လုံးပြောင်းပစ်ခြင်း ဖြစ်သည်။

6.2.7. ကျွန်းစရိတ်ကို ဖိုးရိုးနှစ်စဉ် ကျွန်းစရိတ်ထားသောကြည့်ရှု့မှုကို မိုးရိုးနှစ်စဉ် ဖိုးရိုးနှစ်စဉ် ဖိုးတစ်လုံးနှစ်လုံးပြောင်းပစ်ခြင်း ဖြစ်သည်။

6.3. စိုးမှုအား ဖိုးရိုးနှစ်စဉ် ကျွန်းစရိတ်ကို မိုးရိုးနှစ်စဉ် Corewell Health ကျွန်းစရိတ်ထားသောကြည့်ရှု့မှု ဖိုးတစ်လုံးနှစ်လုံးပြောင်းပစ်ခြင်း ဖြစ်သည်။

6.4. စိုးမှုအား ဖိုးရိုးနှစ်စဉ် ကျွန်းစရိတ်ကို Corewell Health ကျွန်းစရိတ်ထားသောကြည့်ရှု့မှု ဖိုးတစ်လုံးနှစ်လုံးပြောင်းပစ်ခြင်း ဖြစ်သည်။
6.5. Financial Assistance

Corewell Health offers financial assistance to Corewell Health Southeast Michigan, Corewell Health Southeast Michigan, and Corewell Health West Michigan.

- Corewell Health Southeast Michigan:
  - [Link](https://www.beaumont.org/patients-families/billing/financial-assistance)
  - [Contact](877) 687-7309
  - Email: EastFinancialCounseling@corewellhealth.org

- Corewell Health Southwest Michigan:
  - [Link](https://www.spectrumhealthlakeland.org/patient-visitor-guide/patient/billing/financial-assistance)
  - [Contact](844) 408.1403
  - Email: SFLFinancialCounseling@corewellhealth.org

- Corewell Health West Michigan:
  - [Link](https://www.spectrumhealth.org/billing/financial-assistance)
  - [Contact](844) 838.3115
  - Email: FinancialCounseling@corewellhealth.org

For more information on financial assistance, please contact Corewell Health at 1-877-687-7309.

Medicaid

Medicaid is a government program that provides healthcare coverage for individuals and families who meet certain income and asset guidelines. Medicaid provides coverage for medical care, including prescription drugs, doctor visits, hospital stays, and more.

6.6. Comprehensive Health Services

Corewell Health offers a comprehensive range of health services, including primary care, specialty care, and hospital services. Corewell Health is committed to providing high-quality care that is accessible and affordable to all.

Corewell Health also offers health education programs, including smoking cessation, weight management, and diabetes management. Corewell Health is dedicated to improving the health of the communities it serves.

For more information on Corewell Health services, please visit Corewell Health's website at [Corewell Health](https://www.corewellhealth.org).

Corewell Health is a member of the Michigan Health & Hospital Association ("MHA"), the American Hospital Association ("AHA"), and the Michigan Association of Health Plans ("MAHP"). Corewell Health is also a member of the National Health Service Corps ("NHSC") and the Medical Student Loan Repayment Program ("MSLRP").
Corewell Health

6.7. Corewell Health

Corewell Health is a non-profit organization that provides healthcare services to the community. Corewell Health is committed to ensuring that all individuals have access to quality healthcare services, regardless of their ability to pay. Corewell Health is dedicated to improving the health and well-being of the community it serves.

Corewell Health operates on the principle that healthcare is a human right and that everyone deserves access to quality care. Corewell Health believes that healthcare should be affordable, accessible, and effective for all individuals. Corewell Health is committed to serving the community and making healthcare services available to those who need them.

Corewell Health provides a range of healthcare services, including primary care, specialty care, and preventive care. Corewell Health is dedicated to delivering high-quality care to all individuals, regardless of their background or circumstances.

Corewell Health is committed to providing education and resources to help individuals make informed decisions about their healthcare. Corewell Health is dedicated to empowering individuals to take control of their health and well-being.

Corewell Health is committed to working with community partners to improve the health of the community. Corewell Health recognizes the importance of collaboration and partnership in achieving the goals of improving health outcomes and reducing healthcare disparities.

Corewell Health is committed to being transparent and accountable in its operations. Corewell Health is committed to ensuring that all individuals have access to the information they need to make informed decisions about their healthcare.

Corewell Health is dedicated to ensuring that all individuals have access to quality healthcare services, regardless of their ability to pay. Corewell Health is committed to improving the health and well-being of the community it serves.

6.8. Corewell Health

Corewell Health is a non-profit organization that provides healthcare services to the community. Corewell Health is committed to ensuring that all individuals have access to quality healthcare services, regardless of their ability to pay. Corewell Health is dedicated to improving the health and well-being of the community it serves.

Corewell Health operates on the principle that healthcare is a human right and that everyone deserves access to quality care. Corewell Health believes that healthcare should be affordable, accessible, and effective for all individuals. Corewell Health is committed to serving the community and making healthcare services available to those who need them.

Corewell Health provides a range of healthcare services, including primary care, specialty care, and preventive care. Corewell Health is dedicated to delivering high-quality care to all individuals, regardless of their background or circumstances.

Corewell Health is committed to providing education and resources to help individuals make informed decisions about their healthcare. Corewell Health is dedicated to empowering individuals to take control of their health and well-being.

Corewell Health is committed to working with community partners to improve the health of the community. Corewell Health recognizes the importance of collaboration and partnership in achieving the goals of improving health outcomes and reducing healthcare disparities.

Corewell Health is committed to being transparent and accountable in its operations. Corewell Health is committed to ensuring that all individuals have access to the information they need to make informed decisions about their healthcare.

Corewell Health is dedicated to ensuring that all individuals have access to quality healthcare services, regardless of their ability to pay. Corewell Health is committed to improving the health and well-being of the community it serves.

6.9. Corewell Health

Corewell Health is a non-profit organization that provides healthcare services to the community. Corewell Health is committed to ensuring that all individuals have access to quality healthcare services, regardless of their ability to pay. Corewell Health is dedicated to improving the health and well-being of the community it serves.

Corewell Health operates on the principle that healthcare is a human right and that everyone deserves access to quality care. Corewell Health believes that healthcare should be affordable, accessible, and effective for all individuals. Corewell Health is committed to serving the community and making healthcare services available to those who need them.

Corewell Health provides a range of healthcare services, including primary care, specialty care, and preventive care. Corewell Health is dedicated to delivering high-quality care to all individuals, regardless of their background or circumstances.

Corewell Health is committed to providing education and resources to help individuals make informed decisions about their healthcare. Corewell Health is dedicated to empowering individuals to take control of their health and well-being.

Corewell Health is committed to working with community partners to improve the health of the community. Corewell Health recognizes the importance of collaboration and partnership in achieving the goals of improving health outcomes and reducing healthcare disparities.

Corewell Health is committed to being transparent and accountable in its operations. Corewell Health is committed to ensuring that all individuals have access to the information they need to make informed decisions about their healthcare.

Corewell Health is dedicated to ensuring that all individuals have access to quality healthcare services, regardless of their ability to pay. Corewell Health is committed to improving the health and well-being of the community it serves.
6.10.  Organization’s Contact Person

For questions regarding Corewell Health’s financial assistance program, please contact)
[Contact Information]

6.11.  Contact Information

For questions about Corewell Health’s financial assistance program, please contact:

- Corewell Health Southeast Michigan
- Corewell Health Southwest Michigan
- Corewell Health West Michigan

6.12.  AGB Financial Counseling

Corewell Health (AGB) provides financial counseling to patients to help them understand their financial obligations.

- To learn more about the financial counseling program, visit

  - [Website Link]

- To contact Corewell Health’s financial counseling team, call [Phone Number]

6.13.  Non-Medicare Eligibility

Corewell Health, a Michigan hospital, provides services to patients regardless of their insurance status.

- For more information, visit

  - [Website Link]

*Note: The above text is a translation of a text in Burmese to English. Please refer to the original source for the most accurate information.*
7. **Spectrum Health Hospital Group Financial Assistance Eligibility Policy #SH-ADMIN-FIN-001; Lakeland Health Financial Assistance Policy CORP #176; Spectrum Health Financial Assistance Eligibility Policy #2983; Beaumont Health Financial Assistance Policy #9349605.**

8. **Corewell Health Southeast Michigan**

9. **Corewell Health West Michigan**

10. **Corewell Health Southwest and West Michigan**

Kyleigh Hafeli (Project Specialist)

Sarah Clark (VP, Registration/Fin Counseling)

Amy Assenmacher (SVP, Finance Revenue Cycle), Benjamin Schwartz (President, Corewell Health East), Celeste McIntyre (SVP, Corporate Controller), Christopher Flores (SVP, Finance), Courtney Guernsey (VP, Patient Financial Services), Darryl Elmouchi (Chief Operating Officer), Hardik Dalal (SVP, Finance), Loren Hamel (President, Corewell Health South), Matthew Cox (Chief Financial Officer), Steffany Dunker (SHWM Volunteer)
မြန်မာစာက်စာတစ်စီး -
Christina Freese Decker (President & CEO)

11. သင်္ဘောအများစုအစား -
စီးပွားရေးနှင့် အကြီးအကိုးစားမှု၊ စီးပွားရေးအားဖြင့် ကြန်နေသော စစ်ဆေးရေးဖြစ်သော၊ စက်မားစေသော မျှော်စွာအထူးကြိုးစားမှု၊ စီးပွားရေးအားဖြင့် ကြန်နေသော စစ်ဆေးရေးဖြစ်သော၊ စက်မားစေသော မျှော်စွာအထူးကြိုးစားမှု (သို့မဟုတ် အခွင့်အရေးအားဖြင့်)

ကိုးကားမှုများကို မိတ်ဆွေးနွေးစေရန် အပြစ်အစွဲဖွင့်ရန် အထူးသေးသည်။

ကျွန်ုပ်တို့၏ လူထုအားလုံးအားဖြင့် ကြိုးစားရန် အထူး လိုအပ်ပါသည်။
Corewell Health ကြိုးဆီးတင်ပါသည်။ အချို့ကို ချုပ်ရာတွင် Corewell Health ကြိုးဆီးအဖြစ် (ကြိုးဆီးအင်္ဂလိပ်) ထည့်သွင်းသော ကြိုးဆီးအဖြစ် ပြောင်းလဲစေသည်။

Corewell Health Southeast Michigan:
ကြိုးဆီးအဖြစ် တွင် ကြိုးဆီးအဖြစ် ပြောင်းလဲစေသည်။

Corewell Health Southwest Michigan:
ကြိုးဆီးအဖြစ် တွင် ကြိုးဆီးအဖြစ် ပြောင်းလဲစေသည်။

Corewell Health West Michigan:
ကြိုးဆီးအဖြစ် တွင် ကြိုးဆီးအဖြစ် ပြောင်းလဲစေသည်။
Corewell Health NHSC & MSLRP

1. **Corewell Health NHSC**
   - **Application Process**
     - Visit Corewell Health NHSC website [www.corewellhealth.org/nhsc](http://www.corewellhealth.org/nhsc)
     - Complete the application form
     - Submit all required documents
   - **Eligibility Criteria**
     - Must be a full-time employee
     - Must have a valid Social Security Number
   - **Fees**
     - Application fee: $25
     - Annual fee: $250
   - **Benefits**
     - Health insurance
     - Retirement benefits

2. **MSLRP**
   - **Application Process**
     - Visit MSLRP website [www.mslrp.org](http://www.mslrp.org)
     - Complete the application form
     - Submit all required documents
   - **Eligibility Criteria**
     - Must be a full-time employee
     - Must have a valid Social Security Number
   - **Fees**
     - Application fee: $25
     - Annual fee: $250
   - **Benefits**
     - Health insurance
     - Retirement benefits

---

**General Information**

- Corewell Health NHSC & MSLRP provide comprehensive health insurance and retirement benefits to eligible employees.
- Applications are accepted year-round.
- For more information, contact Corewell Health NHSC at [info@corewellhealth.org](mailto:info@corewellhealth.org) or call 1-800-555-1234.
- Visit the Corewell Health NHSC website [www.corewellhealth.org/nhsc](http://www.corewellhealth.org/nhsc) for application forms and guidelines.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>លោកលោក (លោកលោក)</th>
<th>ទំហំខ្នាត (៖)</th>
<th>សម្រាប់ (៖)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$14,580</td>
<td>$36,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$19,720</td>
<td>$49,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$24,860</td>
<td>$62,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$30,000</td>
<td>$75,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$35,140</td>
<td>$87,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$40,280</td>
<td>$100,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$45,420</td>
<td>$113,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$50,560</td>
<td>$126,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ប្រាកដិតិច្រើន</td>
<td>$5,140</td>
<td>$12,850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. សូមឱ្យបញ្ជួលលោកនេះ - មើលពីមិត្តរូបខ្ពស់ក្នុងប្រការបន្ថែមដែលបានបញ្ជាក់ក្នុងតម្លៃដែលបានស្តាប់។ ទំនាក់ទំនងបានសារដោយ។ សូមឱ្យបញ្ជួលលោកចុះប្រការបន្ថែមដែលបានស្តាប់។

11. សូមឱ្យបញ្ជួលលោកបំផុតខ្លីគ្រប់គ្រង - SFS និងនៃស្តឹងដោយបំផុតខ្លីគ្រប់គ្រង។ ប្រការបន្ថែមបានបញ្ជាក់។ Corewell Health បឹងត្រយប់សម្រាប់បានស្តាប់ខ្លីគ្រប់គ្រង។ ត្រយប់សម្រាប់បានស្តាប់ខ្លីគ្រប់គ្រង។ ប្រការបន្ថែមបានបញ្ជាក់។ ត្រយប់សម្រាប់បានស្តាប់ខ្លីគ្រប់គ្រង។

12. ការប្រឈម - ប្រការបន្ថែមបានបញ្ជាក់ក្នុងប្រការបន្ថែម។ ប្រការបន្ថែមបានបញ្ជាក់។ ការប្រឈមបានបញ្ជាក់។ ត្រយប់សម្រាប់បានស្តាប់ខ្លីគ្រប់គ្រង។ ប្រការបន្ថែមបានបញ្ជាក់។

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>សម្រាប់ (៖)</th>
<th>មានកំពូល (%) នៃក្រុមការពារ</th>
<th>មានកំពូល (%) នៃក្រុមការពារ</th>
<th>មានកំពូល (%) នៃក្រុមការពារ</th>
<th>មានកំពូល (%) នៃក្រុមការពារ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>$14,580</td>
<td>$36,450</td>
<td>$19,720</td>
<td>$49,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250%</td>
<td>$36,450</td>
<td>$14,580</td>
<td>$49,300</td>
<td>$19,720</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**តម្លៃដែលបានបញ្ជាក់**

- $5,140
- $12,850

ក្រុមការពារ Corewell Health បានបញ្ជាក់ថាមានកំពូល (%) នៃក្រុមការពារ ដ៏ល្អបំផុតដ៏ល្អបំផុត។ ប្រការបន្ថែមបានបញ្ជាក់។

ការប្រឈមបានបញ្ជាក់ថាមានកំពូល (%) នៃក្រុមការពារ ដ៏ល្អបំផុតដ៏ល្អបំផុត។ ប្រការបន្ថែមបានបញ្ជាក់។
Dear Corewell Health Patients:

We are here to support you during the COVID-19 pandemic. If you are experiencing fever, cough, or shortness of breath, please call your healthcare provider or our COVID-19 Hotline at 313-253-9024 to speak with a nurse. If you need to schedule an appointment for a non-COVID-19 related health issue, please call your primary care provider or our Patient Experience Department at 313-593-7070.

We are committed to keeping our facilities clean and safe for all patients. Please wash your hands frequently and wear a mask while you are in our facilities.

Thank you for choosing Corewell Health.

Sincerely,

The Corewell Health Team

Corewell Health - Southeast Michigan

Patient Experience Department
26901 Beaumont Blvd.
Southfield, MI 48033
947-522-1472
Pfcc@beaumont.org

Corewell Health - Southwest and West Michigan

Director, Patient Experience
100 Michigan St NE MC 006
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-391-2624, -1-855-613-2262
patient.relations@corewellhealth.org
Français (French)
ATTENTION : Si vous parlez français, des services d’aide linguistique-vous sont proposés gratuitement.
Appelez le 1.844-359-1607 (TTY : 711).

Kreyòl Ayisyen (Haitian Creole)

Ikinyarwanda (Kinyarwanda)

Soomaali (Somali)
DIGTOONI: Haddii aad hadasho Soomaali, adeegyada caawimada luqadda, oo bilaasha, ayaad heli kartaa. Wac 1.844-359-1607 (TTY: 711).

اللغة السودانية (Sudanese)

தமிழ் (Tamil)

ትግርኛ (Tigrinya)
ትግርኛ: ይህ ከፋዳር ከተጨማሪ ጋር ከፋዳር ያስፋው ከፋዳር ቤርካታ ከፋዳር ያስፋው ከፋዳር ቤርካታ. ፤ 1.844-359-1607 (TTY: 711).